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This set of 500 flash cards will help you understand and appropriately use psychological vocabulary

terms frequently found in the multiple choice and free response sections of the AP Psychology

exam. Each 4-1/2" x 2-3/4" card features:A frequently used psychology term on one side, with

definitions, synonyms, explanations, and examples on the reverse sideThe context for the term, or

the areas of psychology in which the term is most often usedA punch-hole in one corner that

accommodates an enclosed metal key-ring-style card holder, allowing students to arrange flash

cards in any sequenceCards are organized by topic, including: History, Methods, Biology,

Consciousness, Cognition, Motivation, and more. A great study aid to be used alone or in tandem

with Barronâ€™s AP Psychology test prep manual.
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These cards are the easiest way to study for the AP test! It gives a good overview without pages

upon pages of boring reading. It also allows you to target what you need to work on. As for the

review that said "I dont know where they came up with the terms" I believe they came up from them

FOR the ap test regardless of what you believe the "core concepts" of an intro to psych test should

be, this targets what the writers of the AP test think the core concepts are. I just studied these cards

and they got me a 5!

I bought these flashcards to help me study for my AP Psych class tests as well as the AP exam.



They were extremely helpful and definitely helped me prepare for the tests.The cards are sorted by

category, so if you have a chapter test, you can choose to focus on a single subject. They cover

nearly every term and are easy to use. They are very descriptive, which is mostly nice, but at some

points, the definitions seemed a little superfluous. Also, the answer for the term sometimes was a

part of the card's definition, so studying the definition and guessing the answer was not always

effective.The flashcards themselves are made from good material. They aren't easily folded or

ruined.Overall, I recommend that you buy these flashcards if you are taking AP Psych. Making your

own flashcards requires a lot of time and can easily become a major pain! Except for a few minor

quirks, they are a very effective, efficient resource.

My daughter had to order these cards for AP Psych as a Senior in H.S.. They were an excellent

study tool. She aced her final and Graduated with Honors with the assistance of these cards. On to

being a Psych Major in College. Thank you so much. Shipment and delivery were prompt.

Just changed my major to psychology and I had read a review that said these were a must for

college psych major so I bought them. They are GREAT! They're broken down into categories:

cognitive, social, biological, etc. and the words in each category really do hit the main points. I was

hoping it would help me study for the GRE but it's even helping me with my finals.

College Freshman needed a quick way to drill for class. Even though this is designed for AP, guess

what? Psychology doesn't change between HS and College.

I teach AP Psych and I recommend that all my students buy these. They are divided out by topic

and are perfect for reviewing for unit exams during the course. Then, when we prepare for the AP

exam, we mix them all up and see how quickly we can figure them out without any context. I also

use them in preparing my lectures because they cover some thing that the Myers text does not (but

they're still on the AP exam!). They are so reasonably priced that it would be silly to make your own.

I work in an inner-city school, but my students who use these pass the AP exam with flying colors

(we have the best pass rate on campus!). Do yourself a favor and BUY THESE!

it kinda just gives you a word on one side and lots of answers on the back. it'll give you lots of things

on that word such as a confusing definition, examples, and who found it out and stuff. i wish it just

gave you the definition of it so i can move on.



These cards are excellent to study for my psychology class. The cards comes inside a sturdy box

for safe keeping and a metal ring to separate the terms you are working on that moment. Money

well spent.
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